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Happy Monday, Villagers

Please send along your suggestions for materials to add to the
daily tips. We're always looking for good content. And visit our

website for more information about our organization and
programs.
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Monday: Chair Yoga 11 pm to 12 pm
                World Oceans Day 7 pm
Tuesday: TED TALK - WHY WE NEED TO PUT POLITICS IN ITS
PLACE DR. ROBERT TALISSE 4 pm to 5 pm.
Wednesday: UPDATE BY ABBOT CHAMBERS, CITY SAUSALITO
COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR 3 pm to 4 pm

Thursday: DINNER DELIVERED THE JOINERY

 

Join the webinar here.
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Looking back on the Civil Rights Movement (in pictures)
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Flowers that even Darwin couldn't explain

Weekly Writing Prompt:
Imagine you are able to speak to someone in your community, family, or lineage,

even after you have passed on from this earthly plane. It is a person who was born
after you were gone, so you do not know them personally. But they are able to find

the message you have left behind. What would you say to them? What things do you
want them to know about you, about this moment we are in, and perhaps about life

and time as a whole?
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Archaeologists Have Discovered the Largest, Oldest Mayan

Monument to Date, and It Appears to Have Been Built by the People,

for the People

Researchers based at the University of Arizona have found what they believe to
be the largest and oldest Mayan monument ever discovered—and it was
hidden in plain sight all along.

Using state-of-the-art Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) tools, a group of
archaeologists led by Takeshi Inomata located a 3,000-year-old ceremonial
complex constructed of multiple structures, including a pyramid-topped form, at
the site of Aguada Fénix in Mexico, near the northwest border of Guatemala.
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Quartet San Francisco Live in Bolinas California Jan 2020/ Covid Lockdown home
performances
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Walk this way? Take our famous hiking trails quiz
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Put your best foot forward and have a go at navigating our quiz

For Information about food, supplies, and
services visit the Sausalito Village
website's COVID Resources page.
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